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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
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Signals from AFM

• Topography

• Z Detector

• Error

• Lateral Force
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Motivation

• AFM imaging is known to be slow

– Typical scanning speed: 1 Hz per line

• ~9 minutes per image (512x512 pixels)

• Typical solutions from engineering perspective

– Improve feedback loop, reduce vibrations

• Error signal provides higher resolution than topography

– Especially at high scanning speeds

– But physical interpretation is unclear

• Can we improve the situation from a data analysis point 

of view?
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Problem Formulation

Can we use the signals of a fast scan to predict the 

topography obtained from a slow scan?

0.4 Hz (slow scan)

5 Hz (fast scan)
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Experiments

• Experiments performed on a commercial AFM at this 

department

• Choices and challenges
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Experiments – Scanning Speed

0.4 Hz 5 Hz 20 Hz
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Experiments – Scanning Speed

• 0.4 Hz per scanline

– Very accurate topography, small error signal

• 5 Hz

– Blurred details, large error signal

• 20 Hz

– Vibration along fast scanning axis

– Thus, pixels not representative of real position (unaligned)

• Thus, 

– 0.4 Hz chosen as ideal reference topography (Y)

– 5 Hz chosen as X to see if it can predict Y
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Experiments – Challenges

• Artifacts due to contamination of tip

• Position of sample can drift

– Hysteresis, creep, and temperature changes

– Mitigated by doing repeat scans in quick succession
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Data – Pre-processing

• Detrending

• Crop

– from 512x512 to 100x100 pixels

• Reshape 2D image data to 1D

• Mean centering and normalization of samples
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Data (Y) – 0.4 Hz
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Data (X) – 5 Hz
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Partial Least Squares (PLS)

• Num. components: 4

– Maximum, since we have four signals (variables) in X

• Two validation approaches:

– Cross validation between random pixel samples

– Cross validation between each image sample

• Also, PLS with interaction and square effects in X
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PLS – Results
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PLS – Results
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PLS – Predicted Topography
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PLS – Predicted Topography
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Results - Scores
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Results

• Statistically significant variables:

– Topography, Z Detector, and Error

– Lateral force only by validation on random pixels

• 86-87% Explained variance (validation, 2 factors)

• Interaction and square effects:

– 90% Explained variance (validation, 8 factors)
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Discussion

• Predictiveness for new observations

– Many factors will change the error signal especially:

• Feedback gain, scanning speed, sample step height

– Could run more experiments to factor in all of these variables
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Discussion

• How many degrees of freedom are there really in the 

sample?

– For an ideal, rigid sample: One.

– For soft samples, however...

• Topography, elasticity, viscosity, and higher order derivatives of 

these have shown to be identifiable from the measurable signals.
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Future Work

• In this work, only easily available signals were used to 

predict a single component.

• By using dynamic imaging modes in AFM, we have 

access to many more interesting signals.
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Future Work

• Could we reveal interesting structures in e.g. cells and 

other complex materials from these signals?

– Using PCA?

– Look at time-evolution after introducing chemicals, viruses etc.

– Investigate differences between cancer cells and healthy cells?

• Some studies show correlation between elasticity and cancerous 

cells. Other/better predictors?
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Future Work

• Expand on our previous work on identifying elastic and 

viscous properties of cells.

• ...look at the residuals to find additional structure in the 

data.
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Conclusions

• To some degree, we can use the signals from fast scans 

to predict the topography of a slow scan.

– Notably, using the error signal in addition to topography.

• Predicted topography somewhat visibly sharper than 

topography signal?

– But not overwhelmingly...

• Maybe some better transformation of the data could 

make it more additive?


